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Chapter 2051: What is a genius (2) 

  

However, Lin Yi was puzzled-how did han Jingjing do it? 

“Jingjing doesn’t know either. Jingjing thought that it was still a little slow!” Han Jing Jing said. 

“Jing Jing, how did you do it? As far as I know, the incantation I gave you to condense the fire core 

requires at least three minutes, right? How did you manage to do it in twenty seconds?” Lin Yi asked, 

confused. 

“Because Jing Jing modified the mental cultivation method to condense the elixir fire!” “It did take three 

minutes before, but I thought it was too slow. I was afraid that Lin Yi might get impatient or think I’m 

too stupid, and ignore me in the future, so I changed the recipe …” 

“This thing … Can be modified?” Lin Yi felt like he was about to explode-he was reaching his limit. 

“I can!” Han Jingjing nodded as if it was only natural. She quickly opened her tablet and pulled out a 

picture. It was a human Meridian map … She enlarged it and explained to Lin Yi,””Lin Yi bro, look! This 

was how the Qi was guided to the Qi Sea Point through the main Meridian. However, according to his 

analysis, if the Qi didn’t go through this Meridian but through the other one instead, it would be much 

faster if it was divided into three smaller true Qi, passed through the smaller meridians near the main 

Meridian, then to the previous Meridian, and finally returned to the Qi Sea Point! Although the cross-

section of these small meridians was small, their length was shorter than the main Meridian. Moreover, 

the genuine Qi was divided into three parts and passed through the three small meridians. In this way, 

the time was even shorter. In the end, it would gather in this Meridian to the Qi Sea Point, which could 

save a part of the time! The same logic applies to the others …” 

Lin Yi’s eyes were about to pop out of their sockets from the shock! This … Is also okay? 

This han Jingjing really refined pills scientifically. She could even think of such a method. It could simply 

be described as shocking! 

“Jing Jing … You’re amazing!” Lin Yi looked at her tablet, speechless for a long time. Only after a while 

did he come back to his senses and say a few words. 

“Is that so? Lin Yi bro, you’re the best! Jingjing feels so good after being praised by you!” Han Jingjing 

tilted her head and her lips curved into a beautiful arc. Two small dimples appeared on her beautiful 

white face. She was clearly very happy. 

Lin Yi took a deep breath and nodded,”Jing Jing, you’re really a genius!” 

“Hehe, the family always praises me, but I don’t know if they’re really praising me or doting on me, but 

Lin Yi bro’s definitely telling the truth!” Han Jingjing said happily,”actually, in Jingjing’s opinion, this 

alchemy fire pithy formula is still a little cumbersome. Some steps should be able to be omitted. It’s just 

that Jingjing hasn’t had the time to analyze and test them one by one. Now, Jingjing has only shortened 

the route of true Qi.” 



Lin Yi heard han Jingjing’s words and his heart jumped! The one he had with Zhang Liju’s refinement fire 

was not as complicated as boss Bai ‘S. Han Jingjing must have removed some useless steps. If he gave 

that to han Jingjing, who knew what this genius girl would create? 

However, Lin Yi suppressed this thought for the time being. After all, reducing the time needed to 

condense the fire wasn’t very useful for real alchemy, unless it was a competition with a fixed time, or 

an emergency situation. Otherwise, it would just be showing off in front of other refiners! 

Other than that, the refinement time really didn’t have any other use-that was all Lin Yi could think of. 

“Jing Jing, apart from being able to form a pill fire, can you also change the fire intensity and 

temperature of the pill fire?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Sure!” Han Jing Jing’s answer made Lin Yi’s heart clench again. If it wasn’t for Lin Yi’s strong will, he 

would’ve been beaten to a pulp by now. 

“Can I? Then show me your performance. ” Lin Yi said. 

“Alright,” he said. Han Jingjing nodded and put down the tablet. She reached out her right hand again, 

and the alchemy fire appeared again. This time, han Jingjing started to activate the alchemy fire, making 

it burn more and more vigorously … 

“Si …” Lin Yi took in a cold breath as he looked at han Jingjing’s right hand. He wanted to cut it off and 

connect it to his own hand! 

Lin Yi wasn’t an Alchemist himself, and he could clearly feel the fire getting stronger and stronger! 

What shocked Lin Yi wasn’t just the fact that han Jingjing could change the intensity of the fire, but the 

precision of her control! The fire was changing bit by bit, becoming more and more vigorous, and not 

suddenly big or small. This meant that han Jingjing could already change the size of the fire at will! 

As expected, the pill fire in han Jingjing’s right hand gradually became smaller and smaller. It was so 

weak that it was about to be extinguished, but it did not! It could be seen that han Jingjing’s control was 

more precise! 

“What’s the temperature?” Lin Yi took a deep breath and continued. 

“I can …” At this moment, han Jingjing’s forehead was already covered in beads of sweat. It was obvious 

that controlling the alchemy fire consumed a lot of physical strength! 

As soon as han Jingjing finished speaking, Lin Yi suddenly felt the fire in her hand heat up, and the 

temperature of the room rose in an instant. 

“Alright!” Lin Yi couldn’t help but praise her. This han Jingjing really surprised him, she was actually so 

talented in the art of alchemy! 

“Ah … Lin Yi bro … Jingjing can’t take it anymore … Jingjing can’t take it anymore …” After Lin Yi cheered, 

han Jingjing’s breathing quickened and she said weakly … Her voice turned into a moan … 



“…” Lin Yi’s face darkened. He knew what han Jingjing meant. Making elixirs was extremely energy 

consuming, and it was the same for controlling the fire out of thin air. Han Jingjing was only an early 

phase golden class refiner, and it was already good enough that she could last this long! 

So it was normal that he couldn’t hold on at this time! 

After saying this, Han Jing Jing put away the fire on her right hand and fell onto Lin Yi’s bed. She looked 

very weak and couldn’t speak anymore! 

The sweat on her forehead also rolled down onto Lin Yi’s bed, making it all wet … 

Chapter 2052: Strange bead 

  

An early phase golden class refiner could refine and control the fire, but they could only refine and 

control it-they couldn’t last long because the Qi in their body wasn’t enough. This was why they couldn’t 

even refine a golden class first level pill successfully! 

Although the alchemy fire could be condensed, alchemy was about finishing in one go, and it could not 

be interrupted halfway! It was impossible to stop and rest for a few days after refining half of it. It was 

definitely impossible to continue refining. 

As long as they stopped midway, the medicinal pill would basically be wasted, and it was impossible to 

split the refining process into multiple batches. 

Lin Yi sweated as he looked at the blushing han Jingjing on the bed. This was too easy for people to 

misunderstand! 

Outside the room, detective Shu 007 “s eyes were wide open as he looked at Chu Mengyao in 

disbelief,”Yaoyao sis, shield bro and that han Jingjing, they seem to be together!” 

“…” Naturally, Chu Mengyao heard han Jingjing’s voice as well. In fact, when Lin Yi and han Jingjing 

entered the room, Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu didn’t even dare to turn on the TV because they were 

afraid of disturbing them. This way, the sound in the quiet villa was especially clear, and they could 

faintly hear the conversation in Lin Yi’s room. 

Although it was full of ambiguity, Chu Mengyao still believed in Lin Yi’s character and said,””Shu, don’t 

say that-it’s not what you think!” 

“But, it really seems like that!” “With detective Shu 007” s judgment, something must have happened 

inside!”Yushu said. 

“…” Chu Mengyao didn’t think that Lin Yi was the kind of person who would bring han Jingjing to do 

something dirty in the room, but Shu’s words made her curious and she wanted to go to the room to see 

what was going on. 

However, Lin Yi opened the door before Yushu could knock. He was surprised to see Yushu at the 

door,”Shu, what are you doing here?” 



“Uh … I just heard han Jingjing say that she’s about to die. She can’t hold on any longer. I’m a little 

worried about her, so I came to take a look!” Chen Yushu replied. 

“Are you just worried about her?” Lin Yi asked with a half-smile as he looked at Shu, who was trying to 

see the room. 

“Uh … Yeah,” Naturally, Yushu wouldn’t admit that she was here to catch them in the act. 

“Then go in and take a look. Look at how anxious you are.” Lin Yi smiled as he moved aside, allowing 

Yushu to enter. 

Yushu sniffed around the room, trying to smell if there was anything special, but she was disappointed 

to find nothing. 

And so, Yushu’s eyes moved to the bed in the room. Her heart skipped a beat when she saw han Jingjing 

lying on the bed, but she frowned again when she saw that han Jingjing was wearing clothes. Was it 

really nothing, or were they fast enough to get dressed already? 

Chen Yushu walked to the bed and saw a puddle of water on the bed. She was shocked,”Holy shit, shield 

bro, did han Jingjing do this?” 

“Yup,” Lin Yi nodded, not thinking much of it. 

Yushu, on the other hand, was different-she’d read something about the tide in a book before, and 

assumed that Jingjing knew something like that. With the spirit of research, she sniffed at the water on 

the bed and asked,”There doesn’t seem to be any smell?” 

“That’s Jingjing’s sweat. What smell can it have?” Lin Yi sweated-what was Yushu thinking? 

“Ah? It’s sweat!” Chen Yushu realized that she was wrong but said,”Why is she sweating so much? Did 

she catch a cold again, and because shield bro cured her, she’s sweating a lot?” 

“…Condensing the pill fire is tiring!” “Shu, you’re not thinking about something unhealthy again, are 

you?” Lin Yi smiled as he looked at Yushu. 

“Not at all, Shu is just here to visit han Jingjing on behalf of Yaoyao sis. She knows how to make pills, so 

of course she’ll be of great help to shield bro in the future. That’s why Yaoyao sis and I don’t want 

anything to happen to her!” Chen Yushu said. 

“Is that really the case?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Of course!” Chen Yushu nodded. 

“Alright, let her rest for a while. Let’s not disturb her.” Lin Yi said. 

Han Jingjing was too tired, and fell asleep as soon as she hit the bed. Lin Yi didn’t want to disturb her! 

He’d planned on using the art of Dragon mastery to help her recover, but since she’d fallen asleep he’d 

have to wait until she woke up! 

At this point, Lin Yi didn’t want to hide anything from han Jingjing anymore. He also wanted to let han 

Jingjing study the arts of refining the fire from Zhang Liju’s tomb. This genius girl didn’t hold anything 



back from him, even telling him the amazing results of her research. It really didn’t make sense for Lin Yi 

to hide it from her! 

And he could tell that she didn’t have any bad intentions towards him-in fact, she seemed to be very 

dependent on him, always talking to him about good things instead of others. This made Lin Yi quite 

fond of her. 

“En …” Chen Yushu couldn’t find anything and couldn’t help but feel disappointed. She left the room and 

saw Chu Mengyao’s questioning eyes. Chen Yushu shook her head. 

Chu Mengyao saw Shu’s expression and smiled. She had guessed that there was nothing going on 

between Lin Yi and han Jingjing. 

He sat down on the sofa with Shu, and took out the orb he got from the lion Tiger garden to study … 

This thing was very strange-its surface looked like calcium, round but dull. Lin Yi could clearly feel a high 

amount of energy inside the bead! 

However, this kind of energy was different from the normal spiritual Qi of heaven and earth. It was more 

like some kind of special true Qi had been injected into it, but he didn’t know what it was used for! 

Lin Yi’s intuition told him that this was a good ending! 

But even if it was something good, Lin Yi didn’t know what it was. He took a picture and sent it to old Lin 

through email. Old Lin was well-read, so he might know what it was and what it was used for. 

Lin Yi told old Lin about the origin of the item and the energy it contained. 

However, to Lin Yi’s disappointment, old Lin’s reply came very quickly, but the old man’s answer was 

that he didn’t know. He had never seen or heard of it! 

“How is it?” Chen Yushu was also anxious to know what it was. 

“Nothing much … The old man doesn’t know.” “It seems like this thing isn’t that common after all,” Lin Yi 

shook his head. 

Chapter 2053: Spirit beast inner core 

  

“Why don’t we ask uncle Fu?” “Uncle Fu used to be from a big sect-would he know what this is?” 

Mengyao asked. 

“Oh … You’re right, I’ll message uncle Fu again then!” Lin Yi felt that Mengyao’s suggestion was feasible 

and sent a new email to uncle Fu. 

This time, uncle Fu didn’t reply, but called back. 

“Uncle Fu!” Lin Yi answered. 

“Yi, this thing you sent me … I think I remember it. There used to be something similar in the sect’s 

treasure vault, but there were too many things in there, and I didn’t pay much attention to things that 



weren’t very useful for my training …” Uncle Fu hesitated, embarrassed,””Because I didn’t have to worry 

about anything in the sect. The only thing I had to do was cultivate …” 

“Oh? There’s actually such a thing?” Lin Yi was surprised-if uncle Fu’s sect had something like this in 

their vault, it shouldn’t be some trash. 

“Yes … If my master was here, he might know her, but I …” Uncle Fu said.”I really can’t remember what 

this is at the moment …” 

“Forget it, it’s fine. Since you don’t remember, there’s no need to be anxious.” Lin Yi didn’t dwell on the 

question.”Uncle Fu, I’ll do some more research on my own.” 

“Alright, I’m really sorry that I couldn’t help much!” Uncle Fu had always been grateful to Lin Yi, always 

wanting to help him with something. Not only did Lin Yi help him, but he also helped granny sun. Uncle 

Fu couldn’t thank him enough, but Lin Yi didn’t have anything that could trouble him. It wasn’t easy for 

him to get this opportunity, but he couldn’t help … 

“It’s okay. ” Lin Yi smiled. 

After hanging up, Lin Yi continued to play with the bead. Since han Jingjing was still unconscious, Lin Yi 

had nothing to do now. He continued to study the treasure. 

“That Lion has been with Skybolt pig and general Weiwu for so long, his eyes shouldn’t be that bad …” 

Shu muttered,””Looks like this is a really good treasure, but I don’t know its use!” 

Skybolt pig? Lin Yi’s eyes lit up. Speaking of Skybolt pig, Lin Yi suddenly thought of a way to test if this 

thing was good or not! 

“Shu, go get Skybolt pig!” Lin Yi said. 

“Oh? Skybolt pig?” Yushu blinked, but still got up and walked out the back door. A while later, she 

returned with Skybolt pig in her arms. 

“Skybolt pig, take a look and see if this is a treasure!” With that, Lin Yi placed the orb on the floor, right 

in front of Skybolt pig. 

Skybolt pig’s ability to identify treasures was not ordinary. This guy was very powerful. He could tell 

whether something was valuable or not with one look! 

Mengyao and Yushu, on the other hand, finally understood what Lin Yi meant. He wanted to use Skybolt 

pig to test the value of this thing! 

“Ji Ji!” Seeing the bead on the ground, Skybolt pig squeaked excitedly and grabbed the bead with its 

front paws. It held the bead in its arms like it was a rare treasure. 

“Looks like it’s really good stuff!” Lin Yi nodded-Skybolt pig’s reaction explained everything. It wouldn’t 

have reacted like this if it wasn’t something good. After all, this little thing wouldn’t even care about 

normal treasures. 

“Ji Ji!” Skybolt pig nodded after hearing Lin Yi’s words. 

“Skybolt pig, you must know what this is, right?” Lin Yi pointed at the ball in Skybolt pig’s arms. 



“Ji Ji!” The pig nodded. 

“Then What is this? What’s the use of it?” Lin Yi quickly asked after seeing Skybolt pig nod. 

“Ji ji ji ji ji ji ji.” Skybolt pig gestured with its paws, then pointed at the solid wood on the floor of the villa 

and shook its head. 

“Oh? Are you saying that there’s no way to write on this floor?” Lin Yi suddenly remembered that the 

pig was able to communicate with Lin Yi by writing with its paws back at the ice Mountain. 

“Ji Ji!” The pig quickly nodded. 

“Let’s go to the backyard!” Lin Yi, naturally, didn’t want to go to the front yard-they could see what was 

going on in the villa from there, and they’d be scared to death if they saw a pig writing on the ground 

and talking to a human. 

However, the backyard of the villa was private property. It was surrounded by high walls, and people 

could not see it unless they climbed up the wall. 

Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu heard Lin Yi say that Skybolt pig could write, but it was their first time 

seeing it. They couldn’t help but be curious. 

“What is this thing?” Lin Yi pointed at the ball in Skybolt pig’s arms. 

“…” Skybolt pig used its front paws to write on the soft soil in the backyard of the villa.”Spirit beast’s 

inner core.” 

“A spirit beast’s inner core?” “What’s that?”Lin Yi blinked. 

“A spirit beast of high rank will form a neidan, and the neidan of a spirit beast of heaven rank and above 

is called the vitality neidan.” The pig said. 

“You’re saying that this is the inner core of a heaven rank spiritual beast?” Lin Yi asked, surprised. 

“Ji Ji!” The pig hugged the ball and nodded. 

“What’s this thing for?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Spirit beasts can use it to cultivate, and humans can use it to refine pills.” The pig said. 

“Training? Oh, you can just rely on me to cultivate, you don’t need this thing!” Lin Yi said as he took the 

Pearl back. 

“…Ji Ji …” Skybolt pig felt wronged and wrote,””Even if it’s for cultivation, most spirit beasts wouldn’t 

use it …” 

“You don’t know how to use it? That’s even better. ” Lin Yi was glad that normal spirit beasts didn’t 

know how to use it, otherwise it would be the lion’s turn to give it to Lin Yi! 

“Then what kind of spiritual beast’s inner core is this? what grade is it?” Lin Yi asked. 

“My cultivation is too low, I can’t tell.” The pig wrote. 

“How do I use it for alchemy?” Lin Yi asked. 



“I don’t know,” Skybolt pig replied honestly. 

“Zhang Liju doesn’t know either?” Lin Yi was surprised that Skybolt pig didn’t know about it. 

“Maybe he knows, but he never told me.” Skybolt pig shook his head. 

“I see, alright then!” Lin Yi put the orb away-it didn’t seem to be of much use right now, but it might be 

of great use in the future. 

The pig felt helpless as Lin Yi took the treasure away, but he didn’t dare to do anything to Lin Yi. After all, 

it was only a legend that the inner core could help one cultivate, and he didn’t know the exact method! 

(To be continued.) 

Chapter 2054: Who’s the genius? 

  

It wasn’t as practical as Lin Yi’s help-he and Weiwu had been following Lin Yi for this period of time, and 

they were now Mystic late phase peak dogs and pigs! This leveling speed was much faster than that 

illusory neidan or whatever! 

The pig was only a little disappointed before returning to normal. It went back to its own place to play 

with general Weiwu. 

Lin Yi, on the other hand, went back to his room with Mengyao and Yushu. 

At this moment, han Jingjing had also woken up. She stretched lazily and let out alluring moans … 

“Yaoyao sis, don’t you think that this han Jingjing is seducing shield bro?” Yushu lowered her voice. 

“Is there?” “Han Jingjing’s so dumb, she probably doesn’t have any ulterior motives, right?” Mengyao 

blinked. 

“Shu’s a little dumb too!” Chen Yushu said. 

“You think just anyone can be Shu?” “I don’t think so, but this han Jingjing must really have some talent 

in alchemy. Otherwise, Lin Yi wouldn’t value her so much!” Mengyao said. 

Because as soon as han Jingjing woke up, Lin Yi quickly walked towards the room,””Jingjing, you’re 

awake?” 

“Lin Yi bro, is Jingjing asleep?” Han Jingjing rubbed her eyes in a daze. “I’m sorry, I was so tired just now, 

I couldn’t take it anymore and fell asleep. Jingjing didn’t do it on purpose, are you angry, Lin Yi bro?” 

“What’s there to be angry about?” “You’ve used up a lot of Qi to refine the fire, it’s normal to be 

tired,”Lin Yi smiled. 

“Jingjing thought that she was too useless. It’s good that she’s normal.” “Lin Yi bro, I’ve already learned 

all of this … But I’ve used up all my Qi in an instant. Although the practitioner’s Arts can help me recover 

my Qi very quickly, I’m afraid I’ll need to go back and train for a few days before I can recover. I can’t 

practice with you for now!” Han Jingjing said happily. 



“No, I can recover now.” “But, don’t tell anyone about what’s going to happen next, not even your 

brother, can you do that?” Lin Yi said. 

“Of course you can. Jing Jing’s mouth is very tight. She never talks nonsense!” “No one in the family 

knows that Jingjing is studying alchemy. Even my brother doesn’t know what Jingjing is fiddling with,” 

han Jingjing said. 

“En, that’s good.” “Because what’s going to happen next might be a little unbelievable, so you have to 

keep it a secret. You can’t tell anyone,” Lin Yi said. 

“En, en, then Jingjing will only be with Lin Yi bro from now on. She won’t interact with anyone else, so 

we won’t have a chance to talk about it.” Han Jing Jing nodded and promised. 

“That’s not necessary, we can still talk normally …” Lin Yi sweated. This han Jingjing didn’t want to be 

with anyone anymore, was she going to stick to him forever? But … Lin Yi didn’t really want to push a 

genius like her to someone else. 

The evil thought of taking it for himself rose in Lin Yi’s heart … He quickly shook his head and dispelled 

the unrealistic thought. 

“Yeah, I’ll listen to Lin Yi bro from now on.” Han Jing Jing said. 

“Give me your hand.” “In a bit, I’ll help you recover your strength, and at the same time, I’ll help you 

increase your strength. You just need to use the refiner’s support arts like usual!” Lin Yi said. 

“Okay, Jing Jing understands.” Han Jing Jing stretched out her hands and offered them to Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi reached out to feel her pulse, but what surprised him was that she didn’t seem to ask why 

anymore. She seemed to be more convinced of his words now, no longer questioning his orders. 

Fortunately, he didn’t have any bad thoughts about her. Otherwise, this genius girl would trust others 

too easily. This wasn’t a good thing. If she was cheated, it would be too late for regret. 

Lin Yi didn’t really care about that before, since he wasn’t that close to han Jingjing, but now that he was 

familiar with her and she knew how to make elixirs, Lin Yi had to keep an eye on her from now on. He 

couldn’t let her get tricked. 

Lin Yi immediately started channeling the second stage of the art of Dragon mastery. He could now use 

the second stage proficiently. Although he hadn’t reached the peak state yet, helping others recover 

their strength and increase their strength was still a piece of cake! 

Plus, Lin Yi didn’t expect her to reach Earth Class-Mystic late phase peak would do. 

Han Jingjing was circulating her Alchemist’s support heart technique when she suddenly felt a powerful 

energy that belonged to her enter her body through her meridians. A strange look flashed across her 

eyes, but she did not have time to hesitate. She hurriedly circulated her heart technique and absorbed 

this energy into her body … 

The early phase of the Golden class was very fast, and han Jingjing’s stamina was replenished, and she 

was back to her previous state! 



This speed surprised and delighted han Jingjing. It turned out that recovering strength was so fast! 

However, it didn’t stop there. Han Jingjing’s strength was still rising. Golden class early phase peak, 

golden class middle phase peak, golden class middle phase peak … In the blink of an eye, she broke 

through into Mystic! 

When han Jingjing was breaking through to Mystic, there wasn’t a single sense of obstruction-this was 

something Lin Yi found strange. When he was helping uncle Fu, Wu Chengtian, song Lingshan, Chen 

Yutian, and the others level up, it was always a little difficult to break through the level barrier. It wasn’t 

particularly difficult, but there was always an obstruction! 

However, this did not happen to han Jingjing. She did not know if it was because of the second stage of 

the art of Dragon mastery, or because han Jingjing was cultivating an Alchemist’s support heart 

technique, so it was much easier to level up than other heart techniques … 

And so, very quickly, han Jingjing’s strength broke through the initial stage of Mystic and reached the 

peak late stage! 

The second level of the art of Dragon mastery helped people level up much faster than the first level. In 

just an hour, han Jingjing had become a Mystic late phase peak! 

Although this expert didn’t live up to his name, his strength level was there. 

“Lin Yi bro, Jing Jing’s Mystic late phase peak now? Really?” Han Jingjing looked at Lin Yi in disbelief.”Lin 

Yi bro, you’re amazing! Jingjing really admires you! You can turn Jing Jing into a Mystic in one go! Wuwu 

… Lin Yi bro is a genius, Jing Jing is a big idiot, she’s only at the early phase of the Golden class after so 

many days of training, but Lin Yi bro turned her into the late phase peak of the mystic class in an 

instant!” 

Chapter 2055: It’s too simple! 

  

“Ugh … You’re not stupid …” Lin Yi blushed at han Jingjing’s words, but his pride was greatly satisfied … 

“Yeah, my family said that I’m a genius too, but it depends on who I’m compared to. I’m not a genius if 

I’m compared to Lin Yi bro!” “So I’ve decided that I’ll always be by Lin Yi bro’s side. That way, I’ll be able 

to be influenced by him and become a genius too!” 

“Jing Jing, try to refine a golden class second level pill fire and see if you can control it well!” Lin Yi said. 

“Golden class second level … Jing Jing hasn’t studied it yet. Jing Jing was only able to create a golden 

class first level fire before, and she didn’t calculate or modify the chant for the Golden class second level 

fire, so I don’t think it’ll work …” Han Jing Jing said, worried. 

“You can try!” Lin Yi said. 

“En, then Jing Jing will try!” Han Jing Jing nodded. She found the incantation and control method for 

refining a golden class level two pill fire on the tablet. After reciting it a few times, she memorized it and 

reached out her hand to try it out … 



One minute, two minutes, three minutes … Five minutes … Ten minutes. Just as Lin Yi was about to give 

up, the refinement fire appeared in han Jingjing’s hand. It was a golden class level two refinement fire! 

Lin Yi could tell with one look that the fire in han Jingjing’s hand was a golden class second level 

refinement fire! 

Because Lin Yi could do it too-according to the manual Liju left him, he could even do Mystic first level 

refinement fire, but it was useless. He could do it, but he couldn’t control it! 

No matter if Lin Yi wanted to change the temperature or the intensity of the fire, the fire would be 

extinguished all of a sudden. If he were to be called a genius, he was indeed a genius, but if he couldn’t 

maintain the fire, everything would be in vain! 

“Can you change the intensity of the fire and the temperature?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Jing Jing, try it!” As Han Jing Jing spoke, she began to change the intensity of the alchemy fire in her 

hand, from small to large, and then from large to small! 

The temperature went from low to high, and then from high to low … 

Lin Yi looked at Han Jing Jing in front of him and felt emotional. He really wanted to hug and kiss her. 

What kind of genius was this? 

“Good, very good. Continue. Let’s see how long you can last!” Lin Yi couldn’t help but praise. 

Han Jingjing nodded. However, after about half an hour, her face started to look worse, and more and 

more beads of sweat appeared on her forehead! 

“Lin Yi bro, is that enough? Han Jingjing finally couldn’t hold on any longer. It seemed like refining elixir 

fire was really an extremely exhausting matter! 

Especially changing the temperature and intensity of the fire, it took a lot of energy. Although han 

Jingjing was already a Mystic late phase Peak Master, she was already exhausted and covered in sweat 

from just doing it! 

“Alright, stop!” Lin Yi sighed in his heart when he saw how tired han Jingjing was. 

Han Jing Jing was a genius, but she couldn’t make up for her lack of strength. No wonder Bing Tang said 

that there were so few alchemists-even a golden class third level Alchemist might not be able to make a 

golden class third level pill! 

Even if you could refine and control a golden class third level pill fire, you wouldn’t be able to do it 

without the stamina to maintain it! 

Han Jingjing was now a Mystic late phase peak, but she still couldn’t maintain the Golden class second 

level fire for too long. With her current strength, she could at most make a cauldron of golden class 

second level pills. Half an hour wasn’t short, but it wasn’t long either! 

Of course, it shouldn’t be a problem for her to make golden class first level pills. With han Jingjing’s 

current strength, she should be able to make a few more furnaces. 



“Phew … Lin Yi bro, I’m so useless. I’m already a Mystic late phase peak, but I can only hold on for half an 

hour with a golden class level two fire …” Han Jing Jing looked at Lin Yi with shame. 

“It’s not easy at all-you’ve already succeeded the first time you’ve made a golden class level two pill fire, 

and you can even control it as you please. You’re already much, much stronger than most people!” Lin Yi 

smiled bitterly and said guiltily, “He’s even stronger than me!” 

“I’m not as good as Lin Yi bro, don’t say that, Lin Yi bro, I’ll be proud!” Han Jingjing rubbed her hands in 

embarrassment. She was so happy that she squinted her eyes. Two small dimples appeared on her 

pretty face, like a happy kitten. 

“I’ve heard that you need an Earth Class or higher refiner to make a second class pill, and a Sky Class 

master is needed to make a third class pill. That’s why you can control the second class fire for half an 

hour when you’re at the peak late phase of the mystic class!” “That’s already a great result-that’s 

enough time to make a whole cauldron of pills!”Lin Yi said. 

“Really? From the looks of it, Jingjing isn’t an idiot …””But Lin Yi bro, from what I can see, the reason 

why I only lasted for half an hour this time has something to do with the refinement art. It’s too 

complicated, it makes the Qi flow through a few of the body’s acupuncture points and meridians, 

wasting a lot of time and energy. If we can simplify the technique, I think we can extend the time for 

another ten minutes …” 

“Jing Jing, don’t practice the mental cultivation chant I gave you before. Take a look at this one!” With 

that, Lin Yi took out Liju’s personal notes and flipped to the practitioner’s Arts page,”Copy down these 

mental cultivation methods and the other elements ‘alchemic fire refining methods. Go back and study 

them. They’re much easier than your mental cultivation method!” 

“Argh! This … This is too easy!” Han Jingjing looked at the refiner’s notes Lin Yi gave her in surprise. It 

was the arts of refining a grade one refinement fire.”Did Lin Yi-Gege summarize and improve this? It’s 

easier than Jingjing ‘s, Lin Yi bro is much better than Jingjing!” 

“Man … I didn’t come up with this conclusion. It was someone else.” Lin Yi didn’t want to lie to han 

Jingjing. He felt that it was embarrassing, but he didn’t like to brag to his friends. 

“Something so powerful, and it’s in Lin Yi bro’s hands-that’s enough to prove that he’s not ordinary!” 

Han Jingjing said with admiration. 

“…” Lin Yi didn’t say anything, but he thought to himself. Was this genius girl really stupid or was she just 

faking it? Lin Yi’s self-esteem was satisfied with every word she said … 

Chapter 2056: A loud bang 

  

“Jingjing can come up with a simpler practitioner’s art if we compare it with the one before. By then, 

Jingjing can control a level two refinement fire for about an hour. Even if it’s a level three refinement 

fire, I can try to refine and control it …” Han Jingjing was full of confidence after receiving Lin Yi’s 

practitioner’s art. 

“Okay, make a copy then. Remember not to let anyone else see it.” Lin Yi said. 



“En, en!” With that, she started taking pictures with her tablet. After taking the pictures, she didn’t 

touch anything else in the notes. Lin Yi didn’t let her see it, and she didn’t ask for it. 

“There’s also some notes and recipes for golden class first and second level alchemists. You can bid for 

them as well and study them when you get back, and try to make some simple pills!” Since Lin Yi had 

taken out the personal notes, he naturally wouldn’t be stingy. 

But he didn’t want her to go to the higher level stuff yet-she wasn’t that strong yet, after all, and it’d be 

a waste of time if she went to study those things too early. 

Han Jing Jing finished taking pictures of the things she needed and closed the alchemist’s notes, 

returning it to Lin Yi.”Lin Yi bro, here you go. I’ll go back and study it!” 

“Okay, if there’s any news, call me at any time.” Lin Yi nodded and put the notes away. 

Han Jingjing happily went home with her tablet, and Lin Yi, on the other hand, couldn’t calm down from 

the shock as he watched her leave … 

“Shield bro, that Han Jing Jing, she seems pretty strong?” Yushu said, standing beside Lin Yi. 

“En, very powerful! It is indeed very powerful!” “I’m afraid that the important task of helping the rock 

Candy Girl with the elixir would fall on her shoulders!”Lin Yi said. 

Lin Yi had already lost confidence in his skills, but he didn’t expect to find a way out of the dark! 

A coincidental neighbor and classmate of his was actually a pill refining genius! This scientific pill refining 

method was simply unprecedented! Compared to han Jingjing, those alchemists were simply too weak. 

This little girl was really strong! 

“Shield bro, Shu thinks that han Jingjing isn’t stupid!” Chen Yushu said. 

“Not stupid?” Lin Yi blinked as he turned to Yushu. 

“It’s nothing, Shu was just saying. ” Yushu said, dropping the topic.”Shield bro, breakfast is ready! 

Granny sun is ready!” 

“Is it time for breakfast?” Lin Yi didn’t expect the night to pass so quickly. He would’ve asked her to stay 

for dinner if he’d known … 

After breakfast, Lin Yi didn’t waste any more time and went back to his room to train! 

Even Han Jing Jing wouldn’t be able to make golden class level three elixirs with her limited strength, so 

the only thing Lin Yi could do was to increase his strength! As long as Lin Yi became a Sky Class master, 

he could raise han Jingjing’s strength to Earth Class late phase peak. Only then could han Jingjing make 

the ice heart Jade bone pill! 

Earth Class late phase peak normally wouldn’t be enough to support a golden class third level refiner-

the weakest had to be a Sky Class early phase, but with han Jingjing’s modifications and changes, she 

should be able to successfully make golden class third level pills! 

And Lin Yi could only place his hopes on this! 



This was a goal-he’d become a Sky Class, and han Jingjing would become a golden class, third level 

refiner. This way, no matter how domineering the rock Candy Girl was, she wouldn’t make things 

difficult for Feng Xiaoxiao anymore! 

With this goal in mind, Lin Yi couldn’t afford to waste any more time-he had to work hard! Thinking 

about how han Jingjing was working hard every day, calculating the formulas and Meridian charts, even 

studying when she was walking, gave Lin Yi a motivation to work harder! 

However, not long after Lin Yi entered the Jade space, he heard a deafening explosion not far away from 

the villa! 

Even Lin Yi’s room felt like it was shaking! 

The loud noise brought Lin Yi back to reality and he ran out of the room! 

Lin Yi was sure that the sound came from han Jingjing’s Villa, and he was even more worried! 

Han Jingjing’s importance to Lin Yi was clear-he couldn’t let her come to any harm. Mengyao and Yushu 

were also panicking when Lin Yi arrived at the living room. 

“Lin Yi, you heard that explosion too?” Mengyao asked urgently. 

“Yeah, I heard it. It seems to be from han Jingjing’s Villa!” “I don’t know what happened!” Lin Yi 

frowned. 

“Then let’s go and take a look!” Chu Mengyao naturally understood how important it was for Lin Yi that 

han Jingjing knew how to make elixirs. She quickly followed Lin Yi and ran out of the villa, looking 

towards han Jingjing’s Villa … 

Lin Yi let out a breath of relief when he saw that there wasn’t a single sign of damage on the outside of 

han Jingjing’s Villa. It looked like the house didn’t explode, but he wondered what was going on inside. 

Lin Yi quickly rang the doorbell when he reached the villa. 

Not long after, someone opened the door. However, it was not han Jingjing, but her brother, han 

Xiaochao. 

But, although it was han Xiaochao who was driving, Lin Yi still let out a breath of relief, because Lin Yi 

didn’t see any panic on han Xiaochao’s face, which meant that the problem shouldn’t be too big! 

“Little Chao, what happened just now? What was that loud noise?” Lin Yi asked. 

“The loud noise … It was sister Jingjing, but I don’t know what she was doing. She came out of the room 

with a black face and went to take a shower …” Han Xiaochao shook his head, not knowing what han 

Jingjing was doing. 

“Dusty and dirty?” Lin Yi let out a breath of relief when he heard that han Jingjing was fine and could 

even take a shower,”Then let’s wait for her to finish her bath!” 

“En, okay. Lin Yi bro, please come in!” Han Xiaochao opened the door with a book in his hand, obviously 

studying. Lin Yi was impressed by the sister’s hard work. (To be continued.) 
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As they were talking, the property company’s security patrol car was quickly driving over. Obviously, a 

neighbor nearby had called the property company. 

As soon as the patrol car stopped, several security guards quickly got out of the car and asked,””May I 

ask if the loud noise came from here? What happened? do you need any help?” 

The owners of these luxury villas were big clients of the property company. The property fee was tens of 

thousands of Yuan a year. It was no wonder that they were so attentive and rushed to the scene as soon 

as something happened. 

“Oh, it’s nothing. My friend might have accidentally blown up the pressure cooker while cooking.” Lin Yi 

guessed that something must have happened to her during her research, but he couldn’t tell the truth to 

the security, so he found an excuse. 

“So that’s how it is, then it’s fine!” The security Captain let out a breath of relief. He was most afraid of 

gas or high-voltage explosions. If these things exploded, it would be related to the maintenance of the 

property company, and they would have to take responsibility. But Lin Yi said that it was just a pressure 

cooker explosion, and there didn’t seem to be any casualties, so he relaxed. 

“Hehe, thank you very much!” Lin Yi said. 

“It’s fine. You’re the owners of the villa next door, right? Just give us a call if you need anything!” The 

security Captain saw that the door to Lin Yi’s Villa was open and guessed that they were the owners of 

the villa next door. 

“Alright, you guys go ahead.” Lin Yi waved his hand, telling them to leave. 

The security guards got into the patrol car and drove away quickly. Mengyao and Yushu let out a breath 

of relief when they heard that han Jingjing was fine. 

“Yaoyao, Shu, you guys go back first. I’ll go check on Jingjing and see what she’s up to!” Lin Yi said. 

“Okay, be careful.” Mengyao reminded. 

“Don’t worry,” Lin Yi followed han Xiaochao into the villa, while Mengyao and Yushu went back to their 

own. 

“Lin Yi bro, you wait for my sister here, I’m going to read.” Han Xiaochao didn’t seem to be very 

sociable-he went back to his Room to Read after pouring Lin Yi a drink. 

Lin Yi nodded,”go do your work, don’t mind me.” 

In the living room, Lin Yi had nothing to do, so he went back to the Jade space and started practitioning. 

There were no outsiders in han Jingjing’s house, anyway, so he didn’t need to hide. 

After about half an hour, footsteps could be heard from upstairs. Han Jingjing’s voice was heard talking 

to herself. “I’m done for, I’m done for, Jingjing’s disfigured, I’m done for, will Lin Yi bro not like me 

anymore … Wuwuwu …” 



“Jingjing?” Lin Yi didn’t know whether to laugh or cry at her words. He called upstairs,”Jingjing, I’m here. 

I’m in the living room downstairs!” 

“Argh! Lin Yi bro, you’re here to see Jing Jing?” Han Jingjing was happy to hear Lin Yi’s voice, but just as 

she was about to go down, she stopped because there was a deep cut on her face. Although it was on 

her forehead and she could cover it with her hair so it wouldn’t be too obvious, she was still worried! 

Even with miracle doctor Guan’s medicine on, there might still be a wound. 

Lin Yi didn’t know whether to laugh or cry at Jingjing’s words. It seemed that han Xiaochao didn’t tell her 

that he was coming, but he remembered that han Xiaochao went back to his Room to Read, and Jingjing 

was in the shower at that time. It was normal that he didn’t tell her. 

“Jing Jing, you’re injured? Come down and let me see!” Lin Yi said. 

“Ah, Lin Yi bro, you already know?” Han Jingjing didn’t want to go downstairs like this, but after hearing 

Lin Yi’s words, she knew that she couldn’t hide it anymore. She could only go downstairs shyly and see 

Lin Yi, tears of grievance falling down,”Lin Yi bro, my head’s broken and my face’s disfigured. Will you 

not like Jingjing anymore?” 

“Why do you say that?” Lin Yi realized that han Jingjing was actually very fragile. 

“I think that Lin Yi bro only likes pretty girls, not ugly ones.” “Why else would Lin Yi bro have so many 

pretty girls around him?” han Jingjing asked. 

“Man, that’s just a coincidence.” “Plus, Jing Jing’s pretty,” Lin Yi said. 

“But Jing Jing is disfigured now!” Han Jingjing pointed at the gauze on her forehead and said. 

“Hehe, it’s fine. I’ll help you cure it.” Lin Yi smiled, one hand on Jingjing’s arm and the other on her 

forehead. It was only a few seconds, and before she could react, he quickly took it away,”Alright, I’m 

done!” 

“Are you done?” Han Jingjing was taken aback. She felt a slight chill on her forehead, and then Lin Yi told 

her about it. 

“En, if you don’t believe me, you can take a look.” Lin Yi said as he pointed at Jingjing’s forehead. 

“Eh? “It really doesn’t hurt that much …” Han Jingjing touched her forehead and was surprised. Out of 

her trust in Lin Yi, she took off the bandage and touched the wound. There was no wound. 

Other than a handful of injury medicine, his skin was smooth and delicate, without any signs of injury. 

“Hurry up and wash off the injury medicine.” Lin Yi said with a smile. 

“Is it really all right?” Han Jingjing didn’t expect Lin Yi to heal her wound just by touching it. It was too 

magical! 

“Won’t you know if you see it for yourself?” Lin Yi said. 

“Yes, yes …” Han Jingjing hurriedly ran to the washroom. She let out a cry of surprise in the washroom, 

followed by the sound of water washing her face. 



After a while, han Jingjing ran out of the bathroom excitedly.””Lin Yi bro, I’m really fine now! You’re so 

powerful, Jingjing admires you so much!” 

Lin Yi was a little embarrassed by this-he didn’t know what to say to be worshipped by a genius girl … In 

fact, Lin Yi’s path to success was really hard. The only lucky thing was that his body just happened to be 

able to practice the art of Dragon mastery, and he put in more effort than others. That’s why he was 

able to have all these amazing abilities. 

However, Lin Yi was aware of his own strengths and weaknesses. His strength today came from his hard 

work and luck! 

Lin Yi couldn’t be compared to the disciples of the hidden houses, let alone the disciples of the ancient 

sects and houses! 

If it wasn’t for the Jade space, Lin Yi would probably still be in golden class. It was fine if he didn’t have a 

master to guide him, but he didn’t even have anyone to consult on the path of training! 

Chapter 2058: The medicinal cauldron exploded 

  

His master left when he was a few years old, and old Lin didn’t know as much as Lin Yi did about 

practitioning. The only one who could be considered a second master was Jiao yazi, but he was a 

dabbler with a bad memory, and so Lin Yi had to figure it out on his own! 

What made him even more helpless was the fact that he didn’t have a master to guide him, and he 

didn’t have any natural resources to consume either. The only pill he’d ever consumed was the Qi 

gathering pill, and this was a world of difference from the disciples of noble houses and ancient sects 

who’d consumed natural resources since they were young! 

But Lin Yi had a tenacious and hard-working heart-he’d never admitted defeat. He’d come all the way 

here, trying his best to make up for the gap between him and the Hidden House and ancient sect 

disciples! 

Xiaoxiao became a golden class in a month, and naipao became Mystic late phase peak in a couple of 

months. Lin Yi could only be envious. 

Fortunately, he found the Jade space, a God-defying tool. Lin Yi was able to leave his opponent far 

behind! Of course, the Jade space only made up for the lack of Qi-if it was rich, Lin Yi could look down on 

the world of practitioning with just the art of Dragon mastery. 

Of course, Lin Yi didn’t have any complaints about this. A freelancer naturally couldn’t compare to those 

disciples from the sects and Noble houses. Lin Yi’s achievements today were already very good. 

“I can’t say I’m powerful, I’m just good at medicine,” Lin Yi said faintly,”right, what were you doing 

before?” Why did you make such a loud noise that I could hear from the villa next door?” 

“This … Actually, the medicinal cauldron that we bought together exploded …” Han Jingjing frowned as 

she mentioned the previous incident.”Jing Jing wanted to make an ordinary golden class first grade 

ethereal energy recovery pill, but she didn’t expect that the cauldron would explode instead of the pill 

…” 



“It exploded?” “That cauldron was made of copper,” Lin Yi blinked,”it should be of good quality, why did 

it explode?” 

“Jing Jing doesn’t know either. Jing Jing has already converted the pill formula’s condensation technique 

into a temperature and time curve. As long as you control the temperature and intensity of the pill fire 

according to the curve and time, it will be fine. Jing Jing’s calculations are already very accurate. In 

theory, it should have succeeded, but the medicinal cauldron exploded …” 

“Could it be that this medicinal cauldron can’t be used to refine pills?” Lin Yi frowned, but in theory, a 

bronze cauldron should be very strong … 

“You can’t refine pills? Don’t tell me it requires a special medicinal cauldron?” Han Jing Jing looked at Lin 

Yi, confused. 

“Let me ask …” Lin Yi took out his phone and wanted to call boss Bai, but he remembered that he had no 

achievements in the alchemy field at all. He felt discouraged. If boss Bai asked, he wouldn’t be able to 

hide it, but if he told him the truth, how would he explain the explosion? 

Lin Yi didn’t want anyone to know about han Jingjing’s situation for now. She was his trump card, and he 

didn’t want her to be targeted by some forces. After all, her skills in refining elixirs were very popular 

even in ancient sects. 

So after hesitating for a while, Lin Yi called Bai Weitao. In theory, as the grandson of boss Bai, even if he 

didn’t know how to make pills, he should know a lot about it. After all, Bai Weitao did say that he 

learned a lot from boss Bai. 

“Brother Lin? Why are you calling me all of a sudden?” He was a little surprised to receive Lin Yi’s call-it 

was Sunday, and he was still sleeping in his room when Lin Yi’s call came. 

“Wei Tuo, I have something to ask you.” Lin Yi said. 

“Brother Lin, if you have anything to say, just say it. There’s no need to consult. Why are you acting so 

distant? I’ll tell you everything I know!” Bai Weitao was very grateful to Lin Yi for going to the Tiger 

garden yesterday, and he meiyue’s impression of him had improved a lot. At least he had successfully 

gotten her QQ number, and could chat with her online. 

“It’s about pill refining. ” Lin Yi said. 

“Making elixirs, I don’t know much about that. If it’s about that, you’d better ask my Grandpa …” Bai 

Weitao quickly replied,””Big brother Lin, it’s not that I don’t want to answer, but I do know too much.” 

“It’s not a big deal. It’s just a simple question. ” “It’s a cauldron for making elixirs,”Lin Yi said,” is a 

normal imitation from the antique Street okay?” 

“What?” Bai Weitao was taken aback by Lin Yi’s question. He didn’t know whether to laugh or cry.”How 

is this possible? Not to mention an imitation antique, even if it’s a real antique, a medicinal cauldron 

that isn’t designed according to the alchemist’s needs and specifications can’t be used for alchemy. 

Those are all handicrafts, if you use them to refine pills, the furnace will directly explode!” 



“The furnace can explode?” Lin Yi sweated-it seemed that han Jingjing’s explosion was not for nothing. 

Even a real antique that wasn’t specifically used for alchemy could explode, let alone a fake cauldron like 

this! It’s a scam without the guidance of a great teacher! 

Lin Yi was a little speechless-he and Jingjing were overthinking things. He’d read in Liju’s personal notes 

that cauldrons didn’t need to be too special to make golden class level one or two-any normal copper or 

iron cauldrons could do it. 

However, Lin Yi had overlooked one point-the refiners had their own cauldrons, and these cauldrons 

could be made of copper or cast iron. The ones sold on the streets, on the other hand, were trash-they 

couldn’t be used for making pills! 

But Zhang Liju didn’t explain! 

In fact, if Zhang Liju’s personal notes were to be seen by a hidden Noble house’s disciple or even an 

ancient sect’s disciple with some knowledge of elixir refinement, they’d understand that the cauldrons 

in the notes were meant for personal use, unlike Lin Yi, who’d just assume that they were the type sold 

on the streets … 

This was also the reason why Yu Panhu was curious when he heard that Lin Yi and han Jingjing went to 

antique Street to buy two broken cauldrons! Lin Yi and Han Jing Jing would buy something that even the 

most trashy of refiners wouldn’t use? Did he think that he could refine pills with these things? I don’t 

even know if I can use it for practice! 

“Yeah, an ordinary cauldron can definitely explode. If you want to refine pills, you must use a cauldron 

dedicated to alchemists, and the grade must also be corresponding! For example, a grade one medicinal 

pill must be refined using a grade one medicinal cauldron … Of course, a grade two medicinal cauldron 

can not only refine grade two medicinal pills but also grade one medicinal pills!” Bai Weitao still had 

some knowledge.””What’s the matter, boss? you can’t have already learned how to refine pills so 

quickly, right? That’s really fast!” (To be continued.) 

Chapter 2059: Right coiling Tiger’s plan (1) 

  

“Not yet, I’m just asking in advance.” “Oh right, do you have any good cauldrons that can be used to 

make pills?” Lin Yi smiled bitterly. 

“There is one, but Grandpa has already decided to pass it on to his last disciple …” Bai Weitao said,””You 

know that my brother and I don’t have this talent, so my grandfather has no intention of passing it on to 

us.” 

“Just one? Nothing else? Even a slightly inferior one is fine?” Lin Yi was a little disappointed-boss Bai 

only had one cauldron, and he’d given it to his last disciple. It seemed like he wouldn’t get a share even 

if he learned how to make pills. 

“No…” Bai Weitao shook his head and said,””Grandpa is particular about quality over quantity. This is 

the only cauldron he has ever used …” 



“Alright, thanks, I got it!” Lin Yi didn’t say anything else after learning the truth-boss Bai only had one 

cauldron, and he’d already given it to his last disciple, so Lin Yi didn’t have to ask him anymore. 

However, where could he buy a suitable medicinal cauldron for an Alchemist? 

House you definitely had it, but even if they did, with Lin Yi’s relationship with them, they might not sell 

it! 

The Ice Palace probably had it too, and they could get it too, but it wasn’t worth it to trouble this Rock 

Candy Girl for such a small thing! Plus, he’d already promised that he’d become a golden class level 

three refiner-it’d been so long, and he still hadn’t gotten his hands on a cauldron, let alone become a 

refiner-he’d probably be laughed at by the rock Candy Girl! 

Lin Yi was pissed off in front of the rock Candy Girl, and she was going to dig her eyes out sooner or 

later. He didn’t want to make rock candy look down on him even more because of this small thing. 

Right now, the only people Lin Yi could rely on, who might be able to get a medicine cauldron, were the 

Hidden House Yu, hidden house Zhao, and hidden house han! 

The Hidden House Yu was the most likely to get the cauldron. After all, they were an old hidden Noble 

House with deep connections. They weren’t any weaker than the Hidden House you. As long as the 

Hidden House Yu opened their mouth, it should be easy for them to get a normal cauldron from the 

Hidden House you. 

However, the only person Lin Yi knew and could contact in house Yu was Yu Bing, who was practitioning 

in the Ice Palace. The only way to find him was through the ice Palace, and he couldn’t avoid the candy 

girl! Plus, Yu Bing was in the Ice Palace-it’d be hard for house Yu to get Lin Yi a cauldron. 

And so, Lin Yi decided to give up on the idea and set his sights on the other two hidden houses. 

The Hidden House Zhao-with Lin Yi and qikun’s relationship, getting a cauldron shouldn’t be a problem, 

but the point was that qikun’s position in the Hidden House Zhao wasn’t that high. Even if they could get 

the cauldron, qikun might not be able to force them to do so! 

Shaking his head, Lin Yi could only place his hopes on the Hidden House han, the new hidden Noble 

House. He just didn’t know if the Hidden House han had the connections to get a medicine cauldron. 

From the Hidden House Han’s words, they were already being suppressed by the other hidden houses, 

so they probably wouldn’t have much hope of getting a medicinal cauldron. 

“How’s it, Lin Yi bro?” Jingjing asked worriedly after seeing Lin Yi’s frown. 

“This kind of cauldron can’t be used to refine pills.” Lin Yi smiled bitterly,”if you use this type of cauldron 

to make elixirs, it’ll explode!” 

“Ah, no wonder my furnace exploded. Jing Jing thought that something went wrong in other aspects!” 

Han Jingjing came to a sudden realization.”That means that Jingjing didn’t refine it wrong. It’s the 

medicinal cauldron’s problem.” 

“That should be the case. Don’t try to refine pills for now. I’ll think of a way to get you a medicinal 

cauldron from somewhere else in the next few days!” Lin Yi said. 



“Okay, Lin Yi bro …” Han Jing Jing nodded. 

Hidden you family. 

“You’re saying that Lin Yi got some information from boss Bai, right?” Zhentian you heard Panhu’s story 

and frowned, feeling a little unhappy. What did Lin Yi Do to make elder Bai so important? 

“Yes, although I didn’t hear it very clearly, I heard some key points from the intermittent sounds at the 

door!” “Boss Bai wants to take Lin Yi as his disciple and teach him some alchemy knowledge!” Yu Panhu 

said. And Lin Yi left with a document, it must be boss Bai!” 

“If that’s the case, it’ll be worth it if house you think of a way to get that information, but the question is 

whether Lin Yi’s willing to trade or not.” You zhentian also knew that you Panhu and Lin Yi weren’t on 

good terms, and the relationship between the entire you family and Lin Yi wasn’t very good either! 

Fortunately, Lin Yi didn’t know that right-hand thirteen came from the Hidden House you, so their 

relationship wasn’t too stiff. If there were enough benefits, Lin Yi might be tempted … 

“Uncle, I think Lin Yi can definitely do it, but the key is what we can offer!” “No matter how strong Lin Yi 

is, he’s just a freelancer, a poor guy who goes to an antique Street to buy trashy medicine cauldrons. 

People like him don’t have anything valuable on them, so if we offer him something that’ll move him, 

he’ll definitely compromise!” 

“Oh? Go to an antique Street to buy a rubbish cauldron?” You zhentian raised his eyebrows,”this Lin Yi 

can’t be that bad, right?” He’s got some connections with the Ice Palace, after all-he’s going to buy 

street food?” 

“What kind of relationship does he have with the Ice Palace? she’s only giving Lin Yi some face for 

Xiaoxiao and Tang Yun-I’m sure Lin Yi can’t afford to buy her anything right now!” You Pan Hu said with 

certainty. 

“That’s true …” Zhentian you believed this-otherwise, the Ice Palace would’ve heard about three Earth 

Class Masters trying to kill Lin Yi! But even now, no one from the Ice Palace came out to investigate-that 

was enough to say that Rock Candy didn’t care about Lin Yi at all. 

“Second young master of the right, family master, I have thought of something that can be exchanged!” 

The yellow-haired man suggested carefully. 

“Oh? Blondie, tell me, what do we have to exchange?” You zhentian looked at the yellow-haired 

teenager and asked. 

“A medicinal cauldron! Since Lin Yi went to the antique Street to buy a medicine cauldron, it means that 

he doesn’t have a good one, or at least not a suitable one. Or maybe his previous cauldron was broken, 

or he wouldn’t be buying a medicine cauldron!” “And he went to the antique Street to buy a cauldron,” 

the yellow-haired guy said,”that means Lin Yi doesn’t have any other way to get a cauldron. He’s just a 

practitioner, so he can only try his luck at the antique Street! However, it’s very likely that I didn’t see 

any medicinal cauldrons that I liked, so I just bought some trash to make up for the number. ” (To be 

continued.) 
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“Can that trash even concoct pills? Won’t the furnace explode?” “Are you sure that he went to buy a 

medicinal cauldron because he didn’t have one for himself and not because of anything else?” you 

zhentian asked. 

“This … I’m not too sure.” “I’m just guessing,”the blonde said, shaking his head. 

“However, this is a possible way!” You zhentian nodded and said,”coiling Tiger, bring out two cauldrons 

later. One is a first-grade cauldron and the other is a second-grade cauldron. Use the first-grade 

cauldron to exchange with Lin Yi first. If he doesn’t agree, then bring out the second-grade cauldron!” 

“Remember, if you don’t have to use rank-2 ones, try not to!” 

Although the Hidden House you was an alchemy family, it wasn’t that they didn’t have space to put their 

medicinal cauldrons. First-grade medicinal cauldrons were still fine since they had a lot of stock, but 

there weren’t many second-grade medicinal cauldrons. You must know that medicinal cauldrons could 

only be made by high-grade alchemists! 

Most of the second grade cauldrons in the house came from the sky elixir sect! 

A Grade 3 cauldron was something that even a high level Alchemist couldn’t forge. It had to be forged by 

a forger, but in this world, forgers were pitifully rare. Not to mention hidden houses, even ancient sects 

and Noble houses didn’t know if they existed … 

The only place that could confirm the existence of a refiner was that place! 

Of course, this wasn’t what the Hidden House of you cared about. The Hidden House of you also had a 

grade three medicinal cauldron, but they absolutely couldn’t take it out to exchange with others. The 

entire hidden house of you only had two grade three medicinal cauldrons! 

“Yes, uncle, I’ll go talk to Lin Yi tomorrow as soon as I start school!” You Pan Hu nodded and said. 

“By the way, how’s your cultivation strength?” You zhentian didn’t have any extra thoughts about you 

Panhu now. From the arrangement of the you family’s old master, you Panhu must be the next 

generation of elders. 

You Panhu was very talented in alchemy, which was why old master you sent him to East Ocean industry 

University to learn alchemy from boss Bai! 

Of course, as long as you Panhu didn’t compete with you zhentian’s son, you Panlong, for the position of 

the young master, you zhentian didn’t have to worry about anything. Although the elders had a lot of 

power in the family, they still had to listen to the master. 

Therefore, you zhentian also paid attention to you Panhu’s cultivation homework. You Panhu’s growth 

was also a great thing for the future of the you family. 

“Big Uncle, you also know that I have talent in alchemy, but in terms of cultivation, I can’t suffer too 

much!” Even if you zhentian didn’t say anything, you Panhu was planning to find a chance to complain 

soon. He didn’t want to talk about Lin Yi anymore, but since his uncle brought it up, he naturally 

wouldn’t let go of this good opportunity, “I’m too weak, only golden class late phase peak … Or maybe 

it’s because I’m too weak, so boss Bai didn’t like me and didn’t teach me more alchemy …” 



“That’s true-Lin Yi’s already Earth Class, at least late phase, or maybe peak late phase. It’s 

understandable that boss Bai’s side is on him!” You zhentian nodded and said,”how about this? I’ll write 

you a list. Take this list to the elixir warehouse and get ten spirit gathering pills and two Spirit gathering 

pills for your recent cultivation!” 

“Yes!” You Panhu was overjoyed when he heard you zhentian’s words. With these two medicines, his 

strength would advance by leaps and bounds! 

The spirit gathering pill was a golden class first level pill! It was similar to the Qi gathering pill! But much 

less effective. The pill was only for practitioners below the mystic class to quickly increase their strength, 

but it was useless once they reached the mystic class! 

Of course, the effect of the spirit gathering pill was not as good as the Qi gathering pill, but it did not 

have the same drawbacks as the Qi gathering pill! Because the energy contained in the spirit gathering 

pill was not pure and domineering, people who took the spirit gathering pill could still continue to 

absorb the spiritual energy of heaven and earth to cultivate! 

So the pill was very popular among the hidden houses. Although there were many golden class first level 

alchemists in the hidden houses, their success rate wasn’t high, so house you still had a lot of market 

and could make a lot of money with the pill! 

The Qi gathering pill, on the other hand, was an even higher level of elixir. It was for practitioners above 

Mystic class and below Earth Class-it could quickly increase their strength, but it wasn’t very effective for 

Earth Class Masters. 

However, the cost of making a spirit gathering pill was hundreds or even thousands of times higher than 

that! After all, a spirit gathering pill required a golden class second level Alchemist to make it, and there 

was no guarantee of a 100% success rate. Taking into account the true Qi consumption and waste rate 

of The Alchemist, this spirit gathering pill was priceless! 

This was also why the disciples of the hidden houses could reach the peak of the late stage of the 

Golden class or the early stage of the mystic class so easily! It wasn’t that expensive, and when one 

wanted to break through from golden class late phase peak to Mystic early phase, all they needed to do 

was take ten of them. 

Even so, it was only limited to the hidden houses. The noble houses didn’t have this kind of treatment. 

Even if they wanted to buy spirit gathering pills, they didn’t have any way to buy them! The only 

common house Yu that had a connection with the Hidden House Yu wasn’t focused on making elixirs, 

and their rank one Alchemist didn’t even have enough for their disciples, so how could they give them to 

the common house Yu? It was already good enough to give them a few occasionally as a reward. 

You zhentian had given you Panhu ten spirit gathering pills at once, but he had only given him two. This 

also showed that the spirit gathering pills were not valuable, but the spirit gathering pills were! 

However, the effect of the pill was overbearing-even two of them could easily raise a practitioner’s 

strength from early phase to mid phase! A single spirit gathering pill would be able to increase a grade 

without any problems! 



This was also the reason why right coiling Tiger was ecstatic! It should be known that the you family 

didn’t have many such good treasures. Other hidden families couldn’t even buy them even if they 

wanted to. They would only sell them at a high price at auctions. So, you Panhu being able to get two 

was enough to show that you zhentian had begun to take him seriously and had begun to train him as a 

family elder. 

With you zhentian’s list in hand, you Panhu first went to the elixir warehouse to get the pills. Then, he 

went to the weapons warehouse to get two grade one and grade two medicinal cauldrons. After doing 

all this, you Panhu returned to his room to cultivate! 

With the medicine in his hands, he couldn’t wait to go from golden class late phase peak to Mystic early 

phase! 

On Monday morning, you Panhu came to school full of fighting spirit-he was now an early phase Mystic, 

and after taking ten pills, he easily broke through the barrier and became an early phase Mystic! 

 


